
Optional: 
- Weighting chamber with 3 pistons (1 on request) for weight range from  70 to 2400 gr (mod. D400) see page 12 
- Weighting chamber with 3 pistons (1 on request) for weight range from 200 to 3800 gr (mod. D500) additional ..…….……………..            
- Bigger hopper 200/250 kg …………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………...            
- Hopper safety guard with opposite weight..……………………………………………………………………………………….…………...            
- Teflon hopper………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...…………...             
- Speed variator by Inverter ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………...            
- Exit belt with speed variator……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...            
- Curling moulding chain on the exit belt…………………………………………………………………………………………………………            
- Exit belt 79x34,5 cm T23 (to connect to CAN moulder)………………………………………………………………………….…………...           standard 
- Exit belt 89x34,5 cm T23-1 (to connect to conical rounder) additional………………………………………………………...…………...            
- Exit belt 131x34,5 cm T23-2 (to connect to CATV and SSR moulders) additional……..…………………………………….…………...            
- Exit belt 104x34,5 cm additional…………………………………………………………………………………………………...…………...             
- Automatic dough pieces counter….………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………...            
- Stainless steel covers……………………...………………………………………………………………………………………..…………...             
- Stainless steel covers and frame…………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………...             
- Additional frame to adapt height of whole machine..…………………………………………………………………………….…………...             
Packing: 
- Pallet                   dimensions 156x145 cm                       
- Open cage           inside dimensions 156x145x190 cm      

Main characteristics: 
- 120 kg stainless steel hopper 
- aspiration chamber with stainless steel cutter 
- weighting chamber with 3 bronze pistons (1 on request) 
- 18 strokes per minute (18 pieces per minute or 36 pieces per minute in 
case of 2 pistons) 
- 100% weight accuracy from 50 to 1400 gr 
- oil recycled lubrication 
- the easiest cleaning 
- 79,34 cm left or right double exit belt (sole frontal exit belt only in case of 1 piston) to connect to rounders or moulders 
- adjustable flour duster on exit belt 
- remote start/stop control 
- painted frame and covers 
- machine assembled on wheels 
- connectable to any dough rounder or moulder 
- conformed to Italian, European and Usa rules 98/37/EEC, EMC 89/336/EEC (and later modifications) and low tension rules 73/23/EEC (and later 
modifications) 

 

Cod. 10-D300   VOLUMETRIC DIVIDER “TRADIZIONALE” D300 

for 100% weight accuracy dividing 

11       2007 PRICE-LIST 

Production (with speed variator) pcs/h 1080—2160 (900—

Weight range gr 50—1400 

Weight kg 720 

Exit belt width mm 345 

Power installed kw 1,75 

Net voltage V 230/400 AC 

Electronic voltage V 24 CC 

Net frequency Hz 50/60 

The Company can modify any part at any moment. www.bertuetti.it 


